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Disruptions in the TFTR Tokamak
Abstract
For a successful reactor, it will be useful to predict the occurrence of disruptions and to
understand disruption effects including how a plasma disrupts onto the wall and how
reproducibly it does so. Studies of disruptions on TFTR at both high-ppoi and high-density
have shown that, in both types, a fast growing m/n=l/l mode plays an important role. In highdensity disruptions, a newly observed fast m/n = 1/1 mode occurs early in the thermal decay
phase. For the first time in TFTR, q-profUe measurements just prior to disruptions have been
made. Experimental studies of heal deposition patterns on the first wall of TFTR due to
disruptions have provided information on MHD phenomena prior to or during the disruption,
how the energy is released to the wall, and the reproducibility of the heat loads from disruptions.
This information is important in the design of future devices such as ITER. Several new
processes of runaway electron generation are theoretically suggested and their application to
TFTR and ITER is considered, together with a preliminary assessment of x-ray data from
runaways generated during disruptions.
1.

PRECURSORS

Studies of disruptions on TFTR have been done at higii-(3pai and high-density, using a
fast electron cyclotron emission (ECE) grating polychrometer for the electron temperature
profile, two soft x-ray cameras and a Mirnov array. While there are important differences, a fast
growing m/n=l/l mode is found to play an important role ic both types of disruptions.
The precursor in hot, high-fJpoi plasmas on TFTR is an m/n = 1/1 mode [1,2].
Reconstructions indicate that it has a lank-like (rather than island-like) structure. This precursor
has a very rapid growth rate, often >10 s" . A large, non-thermal burst of ECE emission lasting
100-200 \is is observed before the thermal transport phase, which is a rapid (=200 |is),
structureless collapse of the T profile.
3
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Minor and major disruptions at moderate-to-high density are initiated by an m/n=l/l
"cold bubble" structure moving into the plasma core (Fig. 1), resembling the "vacuum bubble"
model of disruptions first proposed by Kadomtsev and Pogutse [3]. The growth rate of the
precursor (y = 5 x 10 s' ) is about the same as that for the high-(J l disruptions. At these
growth rates, the growthtimeis only « l m s compared to the total disruption time of the order of
100 ms. For the minor disruption, the measured A ( = Pppl + V ) remains unchanged,
suggesting no change in the internal inductance. For the major disruption, A is seen to decrease
sharply, at die end of the crash phase, suggesting a redistribution of current. The change in A
from 1.15 to 0.85 is consistent with a flattening of the current profile to the q=3 radius (Ppoi =
0.1 at this time). This suggests that either die m=l mode or other modes excited during the crash
lead to a reconnection or a destruction of the magnetic flux surfaces and a broadening of the
current profile. A possible explanation for the difference between the minor and major
disruptions is that for the major disruption the formation of the bubble is driven by a quasiexternal kink whereas for the minor disruption die precursor is categorized as an internal kink.
This h vpothesis is supported by comparison of the effective resistive timescale to the bubble
growth imescale [2,4].
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For reactor plasmas and ITER, active external feedback control will be difficult in either
case because of the fast growing nature of the instability. Also, the high density disruption
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studies suggest that active control of the edge temperature might be used to prevent the major
disruption.
2.

q-PROFILE MEASUREMENTS PRIOR TO DISRUPTIONS

For the first time in TFTR, q-profile measurements were made prior to disruptions using
the Motional Stark Effect (MSE) diagnostic [5]. Absolute error is 0.15 and relative error is 0.03
with a time resolution of 5 ms. It has not been possible to obtain data throughout the disruption
and into the current-quench phase since MSE measures the Stark shift of line emission from
neutral-beam particles and it has been standard practice up to now to turn the beams off when a
disruption occurs. Figure 2 shows how, in a high-pp discharge with neutral-beam heating of 10
MW for 2 s, q(0) starts to increase about 200 ms just before the disruption, from •= 0.94 to
>1.02. Simulations from TRANSP using neoclassical resistivity show qualitative agreement of
the q(0) time evolution. Up until 9.5 ms before the thermal quench of the disruption begins, the
profiles are little changed.
3.

FIRST WALL HEAT LOAD DISTRIBUTION

The primary power handling surface for TFTR is a bumper limiter on the small-majorradius side representing a large part (23%) of the first wall (360° toroidally, ±60° poloidally witii
respect to die midplane). It is comprised of 1920 carbon or carbon-composite tiles and is divided
into 20 bays toroidally, corresponding to the 20 toroidal field coils. A unique feature of TFTR is
that this limiter is instrumented with a large number of thermocouples (100) in a 2-D regular grid
pattern. This extensive array provides a map of the bulk tile temperature before and after each
discharge [6]. By comparing the rise in temperature (AT) due to appropriaie individual
discharges (e.g„ with and without disruptions), the heating effects due to specific events (e.g.,
disruptions) are determined. (The bulk tile coolingtime» t h e heat deposition [discharge] time.)
A l°C rise of die entire limiter corresponds to =0.84 MJ.
There are large reproducible toroidal and poloidal variations in the measured heat loads
even in non-disruptive discharges (Fig. 3a). Generally, hot areas are cither areas closer to die
plasma (deviations of the order of 2 mm significandy affect the heat loads) or areas which receive
extra heating due to neighboring recesses in the wall [6,7].
Disruptive Discharges:
Disruptions preferentially heat the same areas (Fig. 3b) which are heated during
discharges without disruptions (Fig. 3a). Not all die same spots may be heated since disruptive
discharges tend to collapse in major radius, thus predominantly heating the high spots near die
midplane. In addition to these predictable areas, however, dierc are sometimes unexpected areas
of heating which varyfromdisniption to disruption, even for disruptions of die same type and
under comparable device conditions.
Discharge 45283 disrupts during die Ip ramp-down (Ip =» 1.1 MA) and may be compared
to discharge 45282 which is only one discharge before, thus nnmirnizing differences due to longterm conditioning or changes in operation mode. Both discharges are ohmically heated with
plasma currents of Ip = 1.8 MA and have major radii of R = 2.45 m. For die disruption energy
alone, die maximum AT of 29°C corresponds to 12.7 kJ deposited in one tile or 1.2 MJ/m . For
tiiis ohmic disruption, assuming that half of the energy is deposited during die thermal quench
time of = 2 ms, the power loading would be 310 MW/m . For comparison, die power loading
for a non-disruptive discharge with 20 MW of neutral beam power is only <= 1 MW/m .
2
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Poloidal profiles of AT for the non-disruptive discharge (Fig. 4a) are generally peaked
around the midplane, as expected for R = 2.45 m since die minor iadius of the plasma is smaller
than the radius of curvamre of the limiter. The profile for the disruption portion only (Fig. 4c)
looks qualitatively similar except that it has a stronger peak on the midplane. The average AT for
the disruption portion of the discharge was 60% higher than for the non-disruptive discharge;
however, the maximum AT for die disruption was >3 times that for the non-disruptive
discharge. We characterize the spatial variations in AT by defining [8] a peaking factor in the
toroidal direction, as a function of poloidal angle, d, as

l
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fpeak(A) = Max AT(fl) / Avg AT(fl).
Peaking factors are important in the design of future devices such as ITER. In the vicinity of the
midplane, where most of the energy is deposited, peaking factors for the heat load due to a
disruption range from 2 to 5 (Fig. 5), only slighdy higher than for non-disruptive discharges (2
to 4). Away from the midplane, peaking factors for the disruption heat load can exceed 25,
although the heat load in these areas is usually less than near the midplane.
Locked modes much more significantly redistribute die heat load from disruptions than
any discharge-to-discharge variations (Fig. 6). Locked modes always alter die heating pattern in
TFTR, creating helical patterns which clearly match the expected trajectories based on die m/n
mode numbers. Figure 6 shows a 1.2 MA, q(a) = 4, ohmically heated discharge which suffered
a m/n = 4/1 locked mode before disruption (at 0.5 MA) during the current ramp-down. Locked
modes make what were die coldest areas into die hottest areas, heating areas which are very
rarely heated, and vice versa. Mimov coil data and tomographic analysis reveals that die high
heat flux paths on the limiter lie near the X-points of the mode. Tomographic analysis also
reveals that the plasma shape is distorted due to die mode, widi die plasma extending closer to
die wall at die X-points. In discharges widi rotating modes, die heat is distributed in a more
toroidally symmetric pattern. Peaking factors for locked mode disruptions are significandy
enhanced compared to eidier peaking factors for non-disruptive discharges or peaking factors at
the midplane for disruptive discharges. Peaking factors range from 2 through 10, and are large
(«• 10) even near the midplane.

,

Even in die case of locked modes which originate from q surfaces deep inside die
plasma, perturbed heat patterns are observed on the wall. A high current discharge (In = 1.6
MA, BTF=4.9 T, R=2.45 m, q(a) = 4.5) widi high neutral-beam heating power (PNB=22 MW)
was observed to develop a m/n = 2/1 locked mode during beam injection. A helical heating
pattern developed on die wall, but tc a lesser extent compared to die m/n=4/l case above.
By causing an unusually high deposition of heat in normally cold areas which may not be
sufficiendy conditioned for die large heat fluxes, large influxes of impurities come from die
walls. This is evidenced by die difficulty in producing discharges after a disruption and by die
oxygen dominated discharges which are finally produced following a disruption.
The limiter heating profiles for low-q disruptions are similar totiiosefor the ramp-down
disruption above. Intentional low-q (1.95 < q < 2.5) disruptions, created to condition die limiter
of TFTR, are produced by rapidly moving die plasma onto the bumper limiter at constant I .
The disruption increased the total wall loading to moretiianfive times diat of similar discharges
where R was decreased nearly to die point of disruption and men increased to the point where die
plasma was not limited by the bumper limiter. The peaking factor for die disruptive portion
alone ranges from 2 to 5, similar to diat for die ramp-down disruption.
p

In contrast to low-q disruptions, high-density disruptions generally result in very litde
additional hearing compared to that from companion discharges which have nearly die same time
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evolution (e.g., I , R, Pi ). Often the disruptive discharge produces less average heating and
tower peak temperatures. This suggests that there are significant differences between the two
discharges in the balance between radiated power and power conducted to the bumper limiter
along field lines. Radiated power heats not only the bumper limiter but also the rest of the wall.
These differences may contribute to the onset of the disruption in one discharge and not the
other. High-density disruptions also often created hot spots, but fewer in number than from
other types of disruptions. In general, results were similar for both ohmically-heated and
neutral-beam-heated discharges.
p
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For ITER, the general predictability of the distribution of the heat load is a benefit.
However, the occasional variability and the unexpected heat pattern from locked mode
disruptions may pose problems. A tentative characterization of disruptions for a representative
ITER scenario [S] assumes peaking factors of 5 on the first wall (not the divertor), which is on
the high end of peaking factor values actually measured in TFTR in general. However,
measured peaking factors from locked mode disruptions can be much larger (x2) than typical
disruption design values for ITER. The same design includes the possibility of a peak energy
load on die first wall of 5 MJ/m , more than four times that for the disruption above. Based on
energy loads during the thermal quench of 2 MJ/m ova quench times of 0.1-3.0 ms [8], the
power loads would be 670 MW/m - 20 GW/m , much p neater than that of die experimental
example above.
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FAST, BUMPER LIMITER SURFACE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

In addition to the bulk tile temperature measurements described in the previous section,
fast surface-temperature measurements are made of the bumper limiter tiles using a 15-channel
poloidal array of fast (200 kHz) IR detectors which cover ± 30 ° poloidally witii respea to the
midplane. Each channel has a beam splitter and two silicon diodes (0.9 and 1.0 Hm band pass
filters), permitting two color pyrometry.
The local surface temperature from a typical high current disruption (Fig. 7) can rise from
< 625 °C to > 1250 °C in = 100 p.s near the midplane during die thermal quench phase. The
maximum heat load to the surface, calculated from the time history of the temperature, was 2
MJ/m integrated over the entire disruption time, slighdy less than twice that measured for the
ramp-down disruption example above. The average heat flux was «• 200 MW/m , slighdy less
than that measured for the example above, while die peak (in time) heat flux was « 500 MW/m
2
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5 . RUNAWAY ELECTRONS
In view of die experimental observation of strong runaway electron beams during
disruptions intokamaks [9] and the projected serious wall damage potential for large tokamaks
[10] and for ITER in particular, an effort to study runaways in disruptions was initiated.
5.1

Theoretical Analysis

Using the presently accepted disruption model [2,11] and typical plasma parameters (j
and tie in the disruption are rssumed to equal their pre-disruption values and T in die final phase
is assumed to be "10 eV), this analysis indicated that three different runaway sources, including
two not normally considered previously, can be effective in large (several MA) tokamaks [12]:
1) The well known Dreicer-type generation through evaporation of runaways from die thermal
distribution is found to generate beams carrying a sizeable fraction of die original current in
existing tokamaks (TFTR, JET) and, in particular, in high-current low-to-medium tie discharges.
2) Trapped high-energy thermal electrons from the original discharge surviving the dlcrmal
quench will runaway whenever they become untrapped after re-closure of the magnetic surfaces.
e
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Analyzing the collisional decay of trapped-electron populations [13] and recognizing that a
trapped density of only (10 - 1(H) x ne will be sufficient to generate beams carrying the full
pre-disruption j , we find that this process will be limited by the time needed for re-closure of the
magnetic surfaces. Assuming 1-2 ms after the thermal quench, this process will be effective by
itself mainly in high-T , low-to-medium-n disruptions. Both of the above processes will be
self-quenching because of a reduction in the resistive E-fields resulting from the increasing
runaway currents, and both of the above processes will be completed during the first 0.5 - 1.0
ms after the thermal quench. 3) Close collisions of any existing runaways with the cold plasma
electrons can transfer recoil energies exceeding Ecrit of the Dreicer theory, and most of these
recoil electrons will run away [14]. Such avalanching will lead to an exponential growth of any
runaway population during the current quench phase. Using Coulomb cross sections, the
exponentiation time will equal the time needed for relativisdc runaways to gain 10-20 MeV from
E, independent of plasma parameters; assuming sufficient runaway confinement for large
tokamaks, the runaway population will grow by an order-of-magnitude per 1-1.5 MA decrease
in total discharge current. In TFTR and JET, this process may lead to significant enhancement
factors of 10 - 10*. Analysis of TFTR data for comparison to this theoretical analysis is in
progress.
-3
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In ITER, it is expected that the Dreicer-type generation process will be limited mainly to
n« significantly below presently projected vaiues. The third process of runaway generation can
be dominant in ITER with avalanche enhancement factors of up to lO'O-lOK Thus, a few
runaway electrons per cm can lead to beams carrying a sizable fraction of the pre-disruption
current.
3

5.2

Experimental Analysis

This study was initiated with a statistical analysis of data from three hard x-ray 3"
NaI(Tl) flux monitors located on the different walls of the TFTR bay, nearly at the midplane
level Wide statistical fluctuations in the amplitude and time dependence for any given discharge
as well as between discharges resulted. Such fluctuations might be expected in view of the
strongly forward-focussed distribution of bremsstrahlung x-rays produced by multi-MeV
electrons and the expected variation in the impact position at the wall. Also, such fluctuations are
consistent with the observation that heat loads also show some variations.
In disruptions without current tails, major x-ray bursts are observed when the current has
decayed to 10-30%; leakage of runaways during the earlier pan of the current quench phase is
not observed. In disruptions with current tails, x-ray bursts tend to appear near the transition to
the tail. Thereafter, less emission is observed during the slow tail decay followed by a stronger
signal at the final drop-off. In some cases, no significant emission is observed during the tail
decay. X-ray bursts sometimes are observed just before the current spike at the beginning of
disruptions, indicating the loss of runaways already existing. Statistics are given in Table 1 for
various levels of Ip. Correlation analysis of the features and discharge parameters is in progress.
6.

SUMMARY

In TFTR, data suggests that the m/n = 1/1 mode plays an important role in both high-fipol
and high-density disruptions. For the first time, a fast rn/n = 1/1 "cold-bubble" precursor to
high-density disruptions has been experimentally observed. In TFTR with a large surface area
limiter, disruptions generally deposit energy on die same first wall areas that receive the most
energy during non-disruptive discharges. These areas are usually closer to the plasma or are
unshielded by neighboring areas. However, there is some variability to the heat deposition from
disruptions which would make protection of only selected areas less effective in preventing
damage. While most of the heat is deposited near the midplane during disruptions, where
peaking factors fpeakOW Max AT(d) / Avg AT(d) can be on the order of 2 to 5, a significant
s
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amount of energy can be deposited in areas further from the midplane where the peaking factor
can exceed 23. Tentative peaking factors for the first wall (not the divertnr) for disruptions in
ITER, based on a characterization of disruptions for a representative ITER scenario [8], have
been assumed to be of the order of 5, similar to those measured in the vicinity of die midplane
for disruptions on TFTR. However, locked modes in particular significantly alter the heat load
pattern due to disruptions and result in peaking factors twice as large. The heat load to the wall
expected for ITER during disruptions is several times the = 1 MJ/m for the TFTR example
described above, while the expected power flux is much greater than the =» 300 MW/m for the
TFTR example. In addition, different types of disruptions show significant differences in wall
loading. Potential sources of electron runaway generation in TFTR have been investigated; data
from x-ray detectors show large differences from detector to detector and from discharge to
discharge, consistent with the probable runaway source of die x-rays.
2
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Figures
1. Profiles of the electron temperature and soft x-ray emissivity at the beginning of a major
disruption of a low q(a) discharge [q(a) = 2.5, a = 0.8 m, <ne> «• 4.5 • 1 0 m , R = 2.45
m. In = 2.5 MA, and B-r = 5.21 Tesla]. Profiles d, e, and f correspond to the same time in
the two figures. There is 50 ^s between profiles.
19
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2. q-profile and q(0) measurements prior to a disruption. Time resolution is 5 ms. Profiles are
at t = 4.0025, 4.2525, and 4.5275 s, the last being 10 ms before the start of me current
quench phase of (he disruption.
3.

Temperature rise maps of the bumper limiter in TFTR due to a pair of discharges which are
similar in all discharge parameters except that one does not disrupt and the other does, (a)
Non-disruptive discharge, (b) Disruptive discharge, (c) Mechanically measured deviation
of the tiles at the midplanefroma circle of constant radius of 165.1 cm after the discbarges
above.

4. Profile of temperature change AT versus poloidal angle d for (a) Non-disruptive discharge,
(b) Disruptive discharge, and (c) Disruptive portion alone (Difference between the nondisruptive and the disruptive discharge.) Includes the maximum AT at a given d and the
average AT as a function of poloidal angle; die RMS deviation from die average, at a given
i>, is indicated by the bars.
5. Peaking Factor profiles versus poloidal angle for (a) Non-disruptive discharge, and (b)
Disruptive portion only of a disruptive discharge.
6. Heat load distribution for an ohmic discharge with an m/n = (4,1) locked mode The expected
trajectory of an m/n = (4,1) mode is superimposed.
7. Fast measurements of surface-temperature rise of bumper limiter tiles.
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Table I
Statistics of X-Ray Signals
during High Current Disruptions
("current flat top" disruptions only)
Number of Disruptions

Discharge
Current
(MA)

Total

> 10 ms Tail
(%)

Sizable
X-Ray
Signals
(%)

>1.0

82

37

85

>1.5

26

50

100

>2.0

3

67

67
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